All your technology & business solutions under one roof!

Company Overview
Samser Innovations Company is a Sudanese company with its headquarters located and
registered in Khartoum (“spin-off” of Unisol Company Limited). Unlike the typical
information technology company, Samser Innovations provides a unique forum for
technology through the usage of top quality and up-to-date services along with highly
advanced equipment and solutions.

VISION: To be recognized as the leading resource for innovation.
MISSION: To assist every business to succeed in reaching its goals via innovation.
VALUES: Quality, Integrity, Innovation.

Competitive Comparison
Samser Innovations differentiates itself from other IT companies by providing customers
with unique computing and technical services through a comfortable and desired environment
by using the most advanced methods and equipment.

Technical hub
Samser Innovations focuses on building an environment that gathers people with different
technical backgrounds under one roof. Once on location our guests get a feel for technology
and realize its importance.
We pass on the latest technology by providing the most advanced competitive
products and services.
We deliver the best quality at competitive prices.
We provide advanced IT training programs to expand personnel knowledge and
We continuously upgrade our services.
We keep up with the fast growing and constantly changing technology trends.

Customer Attraction
Samser Innovations is staffed with knowledgeable employees that fulfill customer
needs and provide an experienced and friendly environment.
Samser Innovations employees are available at all times to assist and serve clients.
Samser Innovations offers awareness and training for all services and products
provided.
Samser Innovations provides the latest products, services and continuous upgrades.

Keys to Success
The creation of a unique, innovative, and upscale atmosphere.
The establishment of Samser Innovations as a community hub for innovation.
The positioning of Samser Innovations as an innovative technical and educational
resource

Services

Consultancy
Samser Innovations certified & specialized consultants will help you understand current and future
IT/Business needs, and formulate solutions that fulfill your requirements.

IT/Business re-engineering.
IT/Business case studies.
IT/Business audits & assessment.
IT infrastructure.
IT hardware & Software.
Cyber Security.
Project Management.
Tender Management.

Networking
Building an effective network requires balancing optimal performance capabilities with
affordable infrastructure. SAMSER INNOVATIONS network administrators are specialized
in implementing flexible and scalable network architectures that will enable high
performance, speed, and efficiency, thus leading your business to greater profits, quality, and
success.
Personal Area Networks (PANs).
Local Area Networks (LANs).
Campus Area Networks (CANs).
Wide Area Networks (WANs)
Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs).
Wireless Networks (WIFI).
Network Security.

Ask us
about our
IFMS
Solutions

Software Development Software Development is the process of writing and maintaining
source code, but in a broader sense of the term it includes all that is involved between the
conceptions of the desired software through to the final manifestation of the software.
Custom software design and development.
Software architecture.
Database services / management.
Conversions & migrations.
Application planning and implementation.
Application integration.
ERP applications.
Banking (core banking systems, payment solutions, delivery channels).
Hospital management systems & solutions

E-Learning
E-Learning is defined as the electronic delivery of learning materials located either on a
network (Internet or LAN) or on a personal computer (CD-ROM or DVD). Learning
materials include videos, presentations, simulations, text, images and any format that can be
electronically transmitted.
Combining the latest information technology and academic theories, SAMSER
INNOVATIONS has pioneered a framework for implementing successful learning platforms.
All existing advantages of learning have been enhanced by academic expertise and
professional experience to create a comprehensive learning environment (i.e. virtual
education).
Learning Tools.

Video Streaming.

Content Development.

Multimedia.

Collaborative Software.

Virtual Classrooms.

Educational Animation.

Training.

Website Design
We build websites with professional, high quality graphics that match your business.
Our webmasters create user-friendly and attractive websites that are both easy for
clients and visitors to navigate through and easy for you to edit via a friendly control
panel.
Domain Name & Hosting.
We offer flexible domain name and hosting plans.
Website Management.
Your website’s updates, fixes and changes will be managed by our professional
webmasters upon your request.

Preventive Maintenance
We provide different preventive maintenance plans. Our engineers will maintain your
hardware and/or software in satisfactory operating condition by providing systematic
inspection, detection, and correction of incipient failures before they occur or develop into
major defects. Our plans include tests, measurements, adjustments, and parts replacement
performed specifically to prevent faults and failures from occurring. Our engineers not only
keep logs but they will also submit you with detailed reports accordingly.
Hardware

Software

Case cleaning

Headphones cleaning

Mouse cleaning

Driver downloads

Disc drives cleaning

Keyboard cleaning

Printer cleaning

Updates

CD/DVD disc cleaning

Laptop cleaning

Scanner cleaning

Anti-virus updates

Fan cleaning

LCD cleaning

Motherboard cleaning

Disk utility software
(defrag, scan disk)

Hard drive cleaning

Monitor cleaning

CCTV
Closed-circuit television (CCTV) is the use of video cameras to transmit a signal to a specific
place, on a limited set of monitors. Surveillance cameras are the cornerstone of any
professional security system. Our engineers provide the best solutions available for you to
monitor your home or office. CCTV security camera systems allow you to control your
surveillance from one central location via the included DVR. We offer a wide range of CCTV
security camera systems from single camera to multi-camera that are suitable for all-weather
options.

Discreet Cameras

Network/IP

Infrared/Night Vision

Wireless

Outdoor

PTZ/Speed Domes

Day/Night Varifocal

High-Definition Cameras

Contact Us

Info@samser.net / www.samser.net / +249 183 285499
Sahel & Sahraa Tower
10th Floor, Suite 101
Jamaa Avenue, Khartoum Sudan

